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ABSTRACT

The probability of fracture (fracture fragility) versus a range of applied hoop stresses
along the HFIR vessel is obtained as an < stimate of its fracture capacity. Both the
crack size and the fracture toughness are assumed to be random variables that follow
given distribution functions. Possible hoop stress is based on the numerical solution
of the vessel response by applying a point pressure-pulse at the center of the fluid
volume within the vessel. Both the fluid-structure interaction and radiation
embrittlement are taken into consideration. Elastic fracture mechanics is used
throughout the analysis. The probability of vessel fracture for a single crack caused
by either a variable crack depth or a variable toughness is first derived. Then the
probability of fracture with multiple number of cracks is obtained. The probability of
fracture is further extended to include different levels of confidence and variability.
It, therefore, enables one to estimate the high confidence and low probability capacity
accident load.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to obtain the probability
of fracture (fracture fragility) for the High Flux Isotope
Reactor (HFIR) vessel under the accident loading
condition caused either by variable crack size or by
variable fracture toughness. The probability curve is very
similar to the fragility curve obtained in seismic analysis
[4]. The variable crack size is based on the Marshall
distribution function [5]. The variable toughness is based
on the two-parameter Weibull distribution from the
studies by Landes et ai. [6,7] and Wailin [8]. The
probability of fracture with one crack is first obtained.
Then, the probability of fracture for the pressure vessel
with multiple number of cracks is derived by applying
the weakiest link assumption. The probability of fracture
is further extended to include the effects of different
confidence levels and variabilities. It, therefore, provides

an estimate of the high confidence (95%) and low
probability (5%) fracture load capacity of the structure.

The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) pressure
vessel steel embrittlement condition was evaluated
extensively earlier by Cheverton, Merkle, and Nanstad
[1 ]. The fracture toughness of the embrittled value is used
in the present calculation. The radiation induced
reduction in toughness is a critical factor that determines
the remaining life of the reactor.

Preliminary analyses were made in earlier papers
[2,3] to show the stress distribution on the vessel under
internal explosive pulses of hypothetical accidents. The
effect of fluid-structure interaction and radiation
embrittlement were both considered. The pressure pulse
was applied at the center of the fluid volume enclosed
within the vessel to simulate an accident. In earlier
calculations [2,3], a range of pulses was used to obtain a
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series of stress distributions as a result of pulses of
various magnitudes. The fragility was then used to
estimate whether the possible accident pulse might have
exceeded the safety limit of the vessel. The fragility
curve is improved in this paper. The results of the present
paper and the estimate of the accident pulses were both
documented in recent HFIR Safety Analysis Report
(SAR).

CALCULATION

The model of the vessel is assumed to be filled with
water and surrounded by the pool. The effect of
fluid-structure interaction is considered in the model.
Finite element code ADINA is used to obtain the
numerical results. The fluid elements are used to model
both the fluid filled in the vessel and the surrounding
fluid in the pool. Material constants for A212 class B
steel are

Young's modulus = 29 xlO6 psi (200 GPa)
Poisson's ratio = 0.3
Specific weight = 0.284 Ib/in.3 (7860 Kg/m3)

A pulse of 1 ksi (6.9 MPa) with duration of 1 ms
(millisecond) is used in the elastic calculations. The
problem is linear and elastic. The calculation can
represent a range of results that are linearly proportional
to the magnitude of the applied pulse. The boundary
condition used in the calculation is that the lower side of
the bottom element is constrained to move only along the
horizontal direction.

The numerical results for the stress components are
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. At the vessel wall next to the
vessel lid, the tensile stress has the largest value among
all the stress components. The curves that represent the
numerical solution for the stress waves at the lid can be
recognized to be different from the components at either
the midplane or the corner, because the time of wave
arrival at lid is longer. Also, at lid, the magnitude for the
axial tensile stress is larger than that for the hoop stress.
At midplane or corner, where vessel intersects the lower
cylinder, the reverse is true.

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the maximum tensile
stress at lid is almost twice as large as the maximum hoop
stress in the midsection, but its wave arrival time is about
twice as long as the arrival time at midsection. Also, it
will be shown later that the fracture toughness at lid is
approximately 70 ksWin. (77 MPaVm) and at midsection
is approximately 50 ksiVin. (55 MPaVm) at top of beam
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Figure 1. Hoop stress and tensile stress on the vessel
wall as (unctions of time. The plots show
stress components at regions next to the lid
and at the end of the main vessel. The
applied pressure is 1 ksi (63 MPa) with
1-ms duration. The vessel material is elastic
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Figure 2. Hoop stress and tensile stress on the vessel
wall as functions of time. The plots show
stress components at region along the mid-
section of the vessel. The applied pressure
is 1 ksi (6.9 MPa) with 1-ms duration. The
vessel material is elastic.
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tube after 10 effective full-power years of radiation
embrittlement.

The midsection has smaller stress but the stress
wave arrival is earlier and the material is more damaged
by radiation. There is a good chance that the midsection
may be broken by smaller stress before the stress buildup
at region close to the lid at a later time. Furthermore, the
possible crack size and temperature may also determine
the possible fracture. AH these factors need to be
considered when evaluating the vessel sections for
potential fracture. The following analysis will be made
by assuming that the midsection will be broken before
the lid because of the shorter wave arrival time and the
weaker fracture toughness.

FRACTURE ANALYSIS

In the present calculation, the ASME lower bound
fracture toughness K|a for the vessel steel is used [9, Sect.
XI]. The surface crack is assumed to have an 1:6 aspect
ratio. The 1:6 ratio is recommended by ASME for vessel
design [10. Sect. III]. Both the crack size [5] and the
toughness [6,7,8] of the vessel steel are assumed to
follow given distributions. For either case, the allowable
hoop stress of the HFIR vessel after 10 effect full power
year after 1986 is obtained by applying the following
solution.

SINGLE LONGITUDINAL SURFACE CRACK
PROBLEMS

The problem of a longitudinal surface crack along a
cylinder has been studied by Raju and Newman [10]. The
stress intensity factor for the part-through surface crack
along the inner surface of the cylinder was numerically
calculated. For a range of elliptic cracks, the numerical
values were tabulated in the paper. An extrapolation is
made for the case that a:c is 1:3 where a is the crack depth
and c is the half crack length. The stress intensity factor
Kiis

K, =
(1)

where St is the applied hoop stress and Q is defined by

1.65
Q = 1 + 1.464 x I - = 1.239 (2)

In the above equation, the coefficient Go for ax
being 1:3 is interpolated by the following expression:

Go = 0 . 9 8 8 + 0.418 x ( y | + 0 . 3 5 8 x j y I

where t is the thickness of the vessel wall and is equal to
3 inches in the present analysis.

TOUGHNESS VALUES FOR HFTR VESSEL
STEEL

For an extended period of radiation, the toughness
of the steel is degraded and its magnitude is reduced.
Various parts of the vessel are subjected to different
levels of radiation. The stress distribution at various
locations on the vessel wall is also different. Only an
appropriate combination of maximum stress and lowest
toughness at the vessel wall gives most critical points at
which the analyses are required for possible fracture.

Toughness for ferritic steel is a function of
temperature. The toughness versus temperature curve
often shows a transition temperature RTNDT beyond
which the toughness value increases rapidly and the
material tends to fracture in its ductile fracture mode.
Below RTNDT the material is brittle. Ferritic steel
subjected to radiation will shift RTNDT to a higher value.
That means the brittle fracture region is extended to a
higher temperature range, reflecting the
radiation-induced embrittlement. Brittle fracture is often
catastrophic in nature and should bs avoided. This is the
basis for the HFIR original design concept against
fracture: the operating temperature minus 60 is required
to be equal to or greater than RTNDT at any time during
the reactor operation [1, p. 11].

The ASME Code recommends the use of the lower
bound crack arrest Kfa curve as the fracture design basis,
represented in the code [9, Sect. XI] with the expression

K!a = 26.78 + 1.233
x exp [0.0145 x (T - RTNDT + 160)] (4)

where the unit for temperature is degrees Fahrenheit. Ku
is numerically equal to the reference toughness KIR. The
radiation-induced shift of RTNDT for the A212B steel has
been determined by experiments in the Oak Ridge
Research Reactor and HFIR surveillance studies.
Quantitative values of the shift in temperature per each
effective full-power year have been determined for each
material [1, p. 26].

The ASME Ku curve is believed to be the lower
bound of the crack arrest toughness Ki» and the dynamic
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toughness Kid and, therefore, may be used to represent
the lower bound toughness value for the material even for
dynamic (pulse) loading.

Around beam tube HB-3, the vessel wall receives
the highest level ot neutron irradiation that causes the
vessel steel the fastest rate of embrittlement. Nozzles
fabricated with A350 steel are welded to the vessel wall
of A212B steel. Nozzles directly enclose the beam tubes.
A350 steel can accumulate a larger shift in RTNDT than
A212B steel because A3S0 steel has lower initial RTNDT
value.

The radiation level around the tangential beam tube
HB-3 has been recorded as the most critical region [1, p.
26]. The radiation level along the horizontal midplane
(HMP) for HB-3 is much higher than the radiation level
above the axis of the same beam tube. However, for the
present problem, the circumferential hoop stress of the
vessel wall is twice as large as the axial tensile stress
[3,4]. The region above the beam tube HB-3 has a smaller
dose but is subjected to higher vessel hoop stress,
assuming a possible vertical crack. The material
toughness at the top of HB-3 is more than half of the
toughness at the horizontal midplane of HB-3. The most
critical region is, therefore, located at the top of HB-3.

In the vessel wall next to HB-3, numerical values of
the neutron irradiation are selected from [1, p. 26] at the
location 1-in. deep from the inner surface of the vessel
wall. The radiation-induced shift of RTNDT after 10
EFPY from 1986 is calculated and shown in [4]. The rate
of increase in RTNDT »S denoted by Sf in degrees
Fahrenheit/EFPY and HFIR operating power level is 84.6
MW. Temperature at the vessel's inner surface is
assumed to be 120°F. The change of RTNDT is based on
the increment of RTNDT from that in 1986.

From the above information, it is shown [4] that for
10 EFPY extension the toughness for A212B steel may
be as small as 30 ksiVin. (33 MPaVm) along the
horizontal midplane of HB-3 and 50 ksiVin. (55 MPaVm)
above HB-3. The A35O weld may be 32 ksiVin. (35
MPaVm) along the horizontal midplane and 55 ksiVin.
(61 MPaVm) above HB-3. The above four cases are
plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Each curve represents the
maximum allowable hoop stress at a range of crack
depths in the corresponding region.
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Figure 3. St versus crack depth plots at different
critical locations with radiation at 1753
effective full-power years, or year 1986.
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Figure 4. St versus crack depth plots at the same
critical locations with radiation at 10
effective full-power years beyond 1753, or
year 1986.
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PROBABILITY OF FRACTURE
WITH ONE CRACK

ONE CRACK OF VARIABLE SIZE
Based on the Marshall report [5], an exponential

distribution function f(a) for crack population with depth
a is used.

fia) = 4.1 x exp (-4.1a) (5)

The probability of nondetection B(a) is also used
from the same report,

B(a) = 0.005 + 0.995 x exp (-0.113 x 25.4a) (6)

In the above equations a is crack depth in inches.

The probability that a crack with depth less than or
equal to a that is not detected as the reactor goes to
operation is

P(a) = \Ax)8(x)dx/\j{x)B(x)dx
(7)

Since the function P(a) is the probability of all
cracks with depths less than or equal to a, it is, therefore,
the probability of not fracture at crack depth equal to a.
The probability of fracture at crack depth a is

x exp(-4.1a)

(8)

Equation 1 in an earlier section can be rearranged in
the following form:

Sciiu/Q 1
<a/t x [0.988+0.418 x (a/t) + 0.358 x (a/tf] (9)

Eliminating the crack depth variable a from Eq. 8
and Eq. 9 gives the probability Fv(s) versus St(a). The
function Fv(s) is plotted in Fig. 5 as the probability of
failure curve with 50% confidence with one crack. It is
the likelihood that the hoop stress will cause a local point
to fracture at hoop stress St after the reactor has been
examined for possible cracks by using method B(a). At
the location above the beam tube HB-3, the toughness
and thickness are 50 ksWin. (55 MPaVin) and 3 in. (7.6
cm), respectively.

3 6 9 12

Hoop Stress St/(xt/Q)/Kla
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Figure 5. Probability of fracture function for HFIR
vessel due to variable crack depth with one
crack at 10 effective full-power years
beyond 1753, or year 1986.

VARIABILITY OF THE PROBABILITY CURVE
Physical problems of similar probabilistic nature

were studied in seismic fragility analysis [4] where the
failure probability function was assumed to follow a
cumulative lognormal distribution. The function Fv(s)
derived above is similar to, although slightly different
from, a lognormal distribution. But, it is derived by
applying a completely different procedure.

The variabilities of the probability curve will be
obtained by assuming it a lognormal model. Two types
of variabilities Br and Eu, that are represented by the
logarithmic standard deviations, are always associated
with the seismic fragility studies. Br is the variability due
to randomness of the material properties such as the
possible variation of crack sizes ... etc. Bu is -the
uncertainty of the modeling.

As illustrated in a study by Kenttedy and Ravindra
[4], the probability of failure can be modeled by

(10)
where 4> is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function
and Pc is the probability of the expected confidence level.
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In the above equation, A and Am are. respectively, the
peak ground acceleration and Hi median value.

rupture disk pressure remains substantially below 5%
with 95% confidence.

In the present analysis, the same model is assumed.
A and Am in the seismic model are replaced by the hoop
stress S and its median value Sm and Pf is replaced by Fv.
The resulting curves in nondimensionalized forms are
plotted in Fig. 5. In addition to the median curve, both
95% confidence curve and the 5% confidence curve are
constructed. The 95% curve is obtained from the median
curve by multiplying the hoop stress S with a factor

/ = exp(-1.65 x (11)

and the factor 1/f is used to obtain the 5% confidence
curve.

This multiplicative property is made possible
because of the lognormal distribution. Here, Bu is
assumed to be 0.5 that reflects the uncertainty of the
modeling. It is noted in Eq. 11 that for an increase in Bu

the factor f is gradually decreased. The rate of decrease
in f slows down rapidly as Bu increases. This implies that
to increase Bu beyond 0.5 will not substantially decrease
the critical hoop stress of fracture. In Eq. II, f has a value
of 0.44.

The variability Br is implicitly determined in the
50% curve. From the property of a lognormal
distribution, Br is obtained by the following expression:

(12)

where the nondimensional median hoop stress is 5.4 and
the stress for 5% probability is 2.4. Recall that Ki» is 50
ksiVin. and t is 3 in.. The median hoop stress is 92 ksi
(635 MPa) and the 5% stress is 41 ksi (283 MPa). In
practice, a median Ki instead of the above lower bound
Kia should be used. The use of the above Ku will result
in some conservatism.

Fig. 5 provides some useful information on the
fracture capacity of the reactor vessel with respect to the
accident loading. From the high confidence (95%) curve,
the low (5%) probability of fracture (HCLPF) is often
used as a measure of the safety of the structure. In the
present study, it corresponds to a hoop stress of 20 ksi
(138 MPa). The rupture disk pressure for HFIR (a
pressure stopper) approximately generates a hoop stress
of 10.7 ksi (74 MPa). Recall that Pf is the probability of
fracture for one crack. It implies that even if a crack does
exist on the vessel wall, the probability of fracture at

ONE MEDIAN CRACK OF VARIABLE
TOUGHTNESS

In the earlier sections, the function Fv(s) is obtained
by assuming a variable crack depth but a deterministic
toughness. Here, the toughness is assumed to be variable,
but the crack depth a deterministic quantity. A similar
probability function Fk(s) is derived as a local probability
function of fracture.

The variability Bu of Fk(s) due to the uncertainty of
the modeling is estimated. It represents the probability of
fracture with different confidence levels that account for
the uncertainty of the modeling.

The variability of the toughness has been analyzed
by Landes et ai. [6,7] and by Wallin [8]. The probabilistic
behavior of the toughness variability can be represented
in its simplest form by the Weibull two-parameter
distribution

(13)

where Pf is the probability of fracture, Ki is the applied
stress intensity, Ko is a normalization factor and m is an
exponent describing the magnitude of the scatter. Ko is
equal to the value of Ki that stands for the probability of
0.63. The exponent m is assumed to be equal to 4.

The probability function Ft(s) is obtained by
eliminating Ki from Eq. 8 and Eq. 13

(14)

where the number 5.48 is the numerical value of
l/GoxV(a/t) with crack depth corresponding to the 50%
probability by applying Eq. 7. This crack depth is equal
to 0.1 in. and t is 3 in.. Equation 14 is plotted in Fig. 6 as
the 50% curve. The 5% and 95% confidence curves are
plotted by using the same factor fin Eq. 11. If the above
curve is approximately represented by the Iognormat
model, then a median value of 5.0 and a 5% value of 2.6
can be obtained in Fig. 6. A logarithmic standard
deviation Br is

(15)
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Figure 6. Probability of fracture for HFIR vessel due
to variable toughness with one crack at 10
effective full-power years beyond 1753, or
year 1986.

The high confidence (95%) and low probability
(5%) failure capacity of die vessel due to the applied
hoop stress is shown in Fig. 6. It has the value of 1.2 that
leads to a hoop stress of 16.7 ksi (116 MPa) for the
toughness Ko equal to 50 ksiVin. (55 MPaVm). It can be
used as a measure on how the strength of the vessel
against applied hoop stress is influenced because of the
variability of the fracture toughness.

The choice of Ko to be 50 ksiVin. (55 MPaVm) needs
to be explained. The value Ko in Eq. 13 is the 0.64
probability toughness, whereas the value 55 MPaVm is
the lower bound toughness value. The use of the lower
bound toughness value contributes some conservatism in
the above estimation of 5% probability stress of 16.7 ksi
(116 MPa).

It is known that the toughness and, therefore, the
function Fk(s) depends strongly on both the temperature
and the specimen size [7]. The toughness shows
significant variability at ductile-brittle transition region.
It is useful for the life-extension analysis of the HFIR
vessel, because the effect of radiation embrittlement
tends to shift the toughness value comparable to that in
the transition region.

PROBABILITY OF STRUCTURAL FRACTURE
WITH MULTIPLE CRACKS

In the preceding sections, the fracture analysis is
based on one hypothetical crack either with a variable
toughness or with a variable crack depth. To estimate the
fracture probability of a structure, the analysis needs to
be extended to include a multiple number of cracks. This
will be derived in the following.

The problem is probabilistic because any crack has
a probability that either the crack depth or the fracture
toughness is greater than the critical value. The local
probability FV(S,XJ) is in general a function of the hoop
stress S and the toughness-dependent location XJ of the
crack. The probability of fracture F(s) for a structure that
contains a total of n cracks is

F(s) = 1 -
(16)

For the structure that has a constant toughness
value, the fracture probability will be denoted by Fv(s).
Here, only one structure is assumed. The above equation
can be proved by applying the standard weakest-link
hypothesis. The probability function F(s) has the smallest
probable value of all the possible local fracture at all the
cracks. It is an extreme value statistics.

For the reactor fracture analysis, the above equation
needs to be extended to the case of a very small number
of cracks in a large number of structures. The density of
cracks is much less than 1. The probability of fracture for
a particular structure out of a total of m identical
structures will be derived. The result is a slight
modification of Eq. 16. If a total of n cracks exist in these
m structures, then any crack has 1/m chance to be located
in the particular structure of interest. Therefore, in this
case, the probability of fracture F(s) is

F{s)
(17)

If n is large enough and the crack density is assumed
to remain a constant value n/m, then, by the definition of
the exponential function, Eq. 17 can be approximately
represented by

(18)

which provides a unique value depending only on
the crack density. Furthermore, if the crack density is
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very small, we obtain the result that F(s) is the density
multiplied by Fv(s)

F(s) = £ x Fv(s)
(19)

If the fracture toughness varies along the vessel,
then Eq. 18 can be extended to the following expression:

(20)
F(s) = 1 - e x p - - x

The probability of fracture for the structure with one
crack at stress S is Fv(s). The probability of fracture for
the structure is F(s). F(s) is equal to Fv(s) multiplied by
the crack density. An estimate of the crack density was
made by Cheverton et. al. [1, p. 241] to be
0.007 cracks/ft2, and an assumption was made that an
area of 1 ft2 of vessel surface above HB-3 is the required
total area under consideration. The probability of failure
curve with the crack density of 0.007 cracks/ft2 can be
plotted by multiplying 0.007 to the curves in Fig. 5.
These curves will be the total probability of fracture
curves for the structure.

For the case of variable fracture toughness with one
median crack depth, the probability of fracture function
Fk(s) has been derived earlier by using a given toughness
distribution function. The probability of fracture for the
structure can also be obtained by multiplying the curves
in Fig. 6 by 0.007. This probability function is useful for
the remaining life calculation of the HFIR vessel because
the radiation tends to shift the toughness close to the
brittle-ductile transition (BDT) region.

If a probability function can be obtained to describe
the frequency of the occurrence of the accident, then the
probability of fracture shown in Figs. 5 and 6 for the
accident loading needs to be modified or multiplied by
this probability event.

The probability of fracture for the structure is
derived as the product of crack density and the
probability of failure for one crack, provided that the
density is small. The probability calculation for the crack
density of an intermediate magnitude can be obtained
readily from the finite probability formula.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

For the problem of one crack, both the probability
of fracture due to either a random crack size or a random

fracture toughness is obtained. For a number of cracks a
simple formula is derived to calculate the total
probability of the vessel fracture.

The fracture toughness in the brittle-ductile
transition (BDT) region is known to suffer significant
variability. The probability analysis due to randomness
of the toughness becomes more important as the reactor
has been operated for an extended period of time and the
reactor vessel has been subject to a period of radiation.
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